The construction of physical rehabilitation programs in the preoperative period for patients that will remove of intervertebral disc’ prolapse in the lumbar spine
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Annotation:
The ineffectiveness of conservative treatment will make the need for surgery in 4-5% of patients suffering from low back pain with hernias of the lumbar and sacral spine. Despite the surgical removal of the source of compressed roots, nerves and blood vessels, require a comprehensive system of rehabilitation therapy in order to eliminate manifestations of disease and relief of disease progression. The aim of the work is to substantiate the general approaches for the use of physical rehabilitation and diagnostics static component of the dynamic stereotype in the preoperative period in patients to remove intervertebral disc prolapse. Materials: There was examined 96 with low back pain. Methods are applied in this research: analysis of a literature, observation methods. Results: In conjunction with the physician was determined “diagnosis for rehabilitation” and “prognosis of the rehabilitation”. The formulation of the basis of the diagnosis for rehabilitation was performed through the examination during the rehabilitation (as a taking an amanestical history, examination of palpation, studies of intact sensory and motor functions, the results of objective research tool. Conclusions: The preservation of anatomical and functional entities, the definition of the initial level of compensation for lost functions and forecast further recovery is a fundamental approach to program development in the preoperative period in patients with low back pain aimed at the removal of intervertebral disc herniations.
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Introduction.
According to the statistics from the World Health Organization, approximately 80% of the world’s population suffering from back pain [1,4,13]. One of the causes of back pain may be prolapse of the intervertebral disc, that’s manifested polymorphic neurological syndromes (as a reflexive, compression, compression-reflexive and compression-reflexive etc.). The rising pathology brings to acute pain, some change in muscle, changes in the biomechanical area are important in the formation of postural balance, these all change static and dynamic stereotype, disruption of perception of body position in space and in the synthesis of arbitrary motor response, which gives the loss or disruption of motor function and social maladjustment home patient [2,5,13]. Patients often have abnormal strain curves of the spine (as a reflexive scoliosis, hyperlordosis, lumbar kyphosis, or a “flatback” [3,5,11]), it connected with free time during the programing of restorative treatment, it is necessary not for only to stop pain and strengthen the muscular system, but also
to hold events directed to correct reflex strain of lumbar spine, after surgery especially, that had not drawn some attention of specialists [10,12].

The ineffectiveness of conservative treatment will make the need for surgery in 4-5% of patients suffering from low back pain with hernias of the lumbar and sacral spine. Despite the surgical removal of the source of compressed roots, nerves and blood vessels, require a comprehensive system of rehabilitation therapy in order to eliminate manifestations of disease and relief of disease progression [7, 12].

**Purpose, tasks of the work, material and methods**

*The hypothesis of the work*: there is assumed that the preoperative planning process of physical rehabilitation, taking into account the deformation of the reflex correction in the lumbar spine for patients to remove intervertebral disc prolapsed, reduce the recovery period, help to reduce the number of relapses and a more complete recovery of motor function and social adaptation of patients.

*The aim of the work* is to substantiate the general approaches for the using of physical rehabilitation and diagnostics static component of the dynamic stereotype in the preoperative period in patients to remove intervertebral disc prolapse.

*The methods* are applied in this research: analysis of a literature, observation methods.

**Results and discussion.**

In the case with some features of the motor system pathology in patients with intervertebral disc prolapses, we require specialized strategical approach, as in the assessment of compensation of the lost functions, and in the principles of recovery.

In conjunction with the physician was determined “diagnosis for rehabilitation” and “prognosis of the rehabilitation potential.” The formulation of the basis of the diagnosis for rehabilitation was performed through the examination during the rehabilitation (as a taking an anamnestic data, examination and palpation), studies of intact sensory and motor functions, the results of objective research tool. The main objective of rehabilitation is identification of intact anatomical and functional entities and the definition of the initial level of compensation for lost functions and prognosis for the further recovery. A figurative expression of L.D. Potehin [6], rehabilitation should be identified as a “is not what is not, and what’s left.”

Before starting the rehabilitation measures aimed at the restoring of lost motor function as were imagined as a paralysis or paresis, motor function was assessed the possibility of the patient, the presence of refined sensory impairments and mobility of joints and determine the reasons for limitation of movement.

Particular attention was paid to indices of social and household mobility and intensity of pain. Also, there was evaluated the quantitative biogeometrical profile of posture and viscoelastic properties of muscles, aimed at identifying the predominant type of reflex spinal deformity, pathology of static and motor stereotypes that may hinder the success of the rehabilitation measures, and determine the “prognosis of rehabilitation” and “patient’s rehabilitation potential.”

**Prognosis of rehabilitation** is a reasonable likelihood of achieving the goals of rehabilitation in a certain period of time, given to the nature of the disease, its course, individual resources and compensatory possibilities patient that is a sufficient rehabilitation potential.

**Rehabilitation potential of the patient** is a scientifically based recovery of the deficit limit of lost physiological functions in a particular clinical case.

Based on the rehabilitation diagnosis, prognosis and potential, was constructed an individual physical rehabilitation program for the patient with back pain aimed at of removal at the intervertebral discs herniation, including the appropriate volume of rehabilitation with quantitative indices of the biogeometrical profile of the posture; severity of neuromuscular disorders; musculoskeletal functional disorders, disorders of the static stereotype; postoperative course, quality of life, general condition, age, sex and exercise tolerance.

On the basis of periods of clinical course, characteristics of operations on the spine were identified following rehabilitation periods: the preoperative, early postoperative period, the late postoperative period, the recovery period.

The preoperative, early and late postoperative periods partially held in stationary conditions (from 3 days before surgery to 7-16th day after surgery). Accordingly, the length of staying in hospital after various operations ranged from 5 to 18 days.

After hospital discharge, patients were at home, they continued course of rehabilitation and restorative and late postoperative periods up to 12 weeks. Further, if necessary, in patients with different levels of rehabilitation potential was carried out a rehabilitation plan with learning new movements and exercises for differentiated programs.

Rehabilitation activities started immediately after diagnosis or decision about the upcoming surgery.

The aim of the preoperative period was the complete preparation of the patient for the upcoming surgical treatment and the further implementation of rehabilitation measures.

The problems of preoperative preparation are:

1. The compensation of cardio-pulmonary failure caused by prolonged painful syndrome.
2. An improvement of the psycho-emotional status of the patient;
3. A preparation for the anesthesia;
4. The conversation and acquaintance with the patient’s recovery program for the early postoperative period, self-service skills.
5. The training exercises of an early postoperative period.
6. An education turns, rise out of bed and walking to the preservation of correct postural synergies.

Patients were trained in basic motor locomotion: as an active turns in bed, getting up, standing up, walking according to the method of Nekrasov A.D. [9], thus significantly expand the range of physical activity of patients after surgery and reduce the risk of neurological compli-
cations. Stabilization of the lumbar spine was performed on the basis of the formation of a new motor stereotype, precluding bending, straightening of the lumbar spine in all planes, as well as twisting, by performing a set of physical exercises designed to develop motor skills are there follows:

“Turning from back to side on a horizontal surface”;  
“Transition from vertical to horizontal position”;  
“Turning from back to side with the transition into a sitting position”;  
“Turning from laying on a stomach to side with the transition into a sitting position”;  
“Landing on a chair”;  
“Transition from a seated position in the standing position.”

The motions were performed at the stabilization of the lumbar spine in all planes due to concomitant tensing the muscles of the trunk.

The content and amount of an exercise in the main part of the procedure of therapeutic exercises were chosen through the including the basic and variable parts.

An exercise of the basic part are follows: a generally developmental, exercises for the prevention of common postoperative complications, to prevent contractures, joint stiffness, muscle atrophy, to improve the static endurance of the back and abdominal muscles, to enhance collateral circulation, facilitating the mobility of the spinal membranes, aimed at relaxing “sound” gymnastics.

An exercises of the variable part are follows: exercises for the eliminating a postoperative complications to improve mobility in the non-operated spine, in the presence of functional units and the absence of events instability; corrective exercises are for restoring the static component of the dynamic stereotype; an individually selected exercises for the posture correction, for increase the strength of the paretic muscle groups and muscle hardness with low voltage, depending on the level and extent of damage, for restoring the functional capacity of the damaged joints of the lower limbs to increase the strength of the muscles that stabilize the damaged joints of the lower limb; also there was respiratory exercises performed considering surgical access and muscles stretching with high hardness alone.

Patients were taught active turns in bed, while maintaining spinal immobilization of a single block. Hand, the same name turn, pulled up with the opposite hand found a foothold on the side of the turn, tossed the opposite rotation of the cross leg, the supporting arm flexing the forearm was carried out and made the turn - to roll back hard on the stomach.

In the formation of a new motor stereotype hold the position of the body so that the line connecting the acromion and the line connecting the great trochanter, located in the frontal plane and the distance between points on both sides of the torso, with the projection of the center of mass of the body combined with the center square feet.

Patients will form the motor skills to implement the principle of stability of the lumbar spine at the exit of the car, at an inclination of the body. The way to compensate for functional impairment of the spine by ligaments stabilizes was performed through the functional muscle on a regular basis. Patients were explained the need to implement rules of conduct in the postoperative period.

Not recommended for the following motor acts:

- Start out sitting,
- Lift the legs straight up from the supine position,
- Sudden movements,
- Torsion of spine,
- Bending forward and sideways,
- Lifting weight,
- A long ride in the car.

Patients should be aware that can not tilt the body and in a sitting position no need to sit only on the basis. When reducing the pain the patient should be instructed about the inadmissibility of standing poses with the body tilted forward. Later, with the increasing burden of therapeutic exercises, motor mode to provide optimum opportunity affected in the intervertebral disc. It should be permanent excluded sudden movement.

Patients create a positive psycho-emotional attitude, the installation of a successful outcome, explained the aims and objectives of the forthcoming post-operative treatment. The main means of risk factors were:

1. Breathing exercises are static and dynamic (without involvement of the affected segment of the motor act of spine);
2. Passive and ideomotor exercises;
3. Active-facilitated exercises for the lower extremities;
4. Active exercises for the upper limb girdle (except for patients with lesions of the cervical spine);
5. Active exercises with little resistance;
6. Active tension and relaxation of the pelvic floor muscles;
7. Massage of the limbs;
8. Orthosis;
Method of training was an individual.

Due to the fact that the nature of the clinical manifestations of the disease depended on the location and extent of the pathological process, the technique of restorative treatment in this period was based on an individual rehabilitation plan.

Conclusions

The identification of preserved anatomical and functional entities, the definition of the initial level of compensation for lost functions and forecast further recovery is a fundamental approach to program development in the preoperative period in patients with low back pain aimed at the removal of intervertebral disc herniations.
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